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Short description of the workshop: aims and underlying ideas
National education reforms have been mainly undertaken by prototypical tasks. Hence the
underlying idea of this workshop is to induce sensibility for the cognition of this important
parameter. The practical debate on prototypical tasks will methodologically take center of the
workshop framed by presentations about the state of knowledge concerning this influence
parameter in the beginning and a summary of the essential outcomes in the end.
In detail the following aims characterise the dynamics of the proposed workshop:
Aim #1: Identifying the new importance of prototypical examples in the context of ongoing
educational reforms.
Aim #2: Identifying challenges in the use of prototypical examples within the context of curricula in
Mathematics at secondary level.
Aim #3: Identifying possible washback-effects of prototypical examples on teacher education
curricula at universities.
Aim #4: Giving answers to the question if the strategy of providing prototypical examples may be
interpreted as a Fundamental Idea in Mathematics Education in the sense of experiencing and
opening the world.
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